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The most comprehensive, up-to-date, and thoroughly researched book on the topic of composting

human manure available anywhere. It includes a review of the historical, cultural, and environmental

issues pertaining to "human waste," as well as an in depth look at the potential health risks related

to humanure recycling, with clear instructions on how to eliminate those dangers in order to safely

convert humanure into garden soil. Written by a humanure composter with over twenty years

experience, this classic work now includes illustrated, step-by-step instructions on how to build a

"$25 composting toilet." Also new to the second edition is a chapter on alternative graywater

systems; color photos of humanure compost gardens; a review of U.S. state regulations pertaining

to compost toilets, graywater systems, and constructed wetlands; and a list of compost toilets

sources worldwide. The humor throughout the book, however, remains execrable.
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To anyone who believes that once flushed the contents of the toilet are "safe" and "away", I

recommend reading this book. To those more informed who are looking at an expensive

commercial composting toilet ... I recommend reading this book before you make your decision.

K.I.S.S. - Keep It Simple Stupid!Joe Jenkins offers an inspiring, humorous, well-researched and

well-written book. He makes what should be a very obvious point ... flushed "away" or thrown

"away" doesn't mean gone ... it merely means "someplace else", and worse ... someone else's

problem.We live in rural AZ where, as far as I am concerned, deliberate water wastage should be



considered a crime. Defecating and urinating into our rapidly diminishing, precious water supply is

the true definition of madness! It is time for the world to wake up and remember what Nature has

always taught ... the function of all organic matter is to enrich and replenish the soil.For those

worried about contamination and their health ... I offer these words (coincidentally from another

composting toilet book that, other than this quote, isn't worth the paper it's printed on!):"Healthy

humans excrete healthy E. coli (only some strains of this bacteria can make you ill) and other

healthy bacteria. If you are healthy, and you compost your excrement, then you use this on food

crops, you will not infect yourself with any diseases that you did not have before"Regardless, a

properly designed and maintained thermophilic compost pile, as per Jenkins' instructions, will reach

temperatures in excess of 160 F (71 C) and this is proven to kill all known pathogens (disease

causing organisms) in 24 hours. He recommends that the capped (i.e.

One could be forgiven for thinking that this is just another "how-to" book, albeit a bit off the beaten

path of woodworking manuals and the like. Not that "The Humanure Handbook" doesn't deliver

practical information. On the contrary, the book empowers the reader to exploit a vital and

overlooked resource, and to eliminate personal contribution to a chronic source of pollution, water

and power waste in the bargain. (Trying doing *that* with a router.) The methods described are

cheap and simple. And the author puts his money where his mouth is, espousing methods he has

personally employed for over two decades, and backing this practical experience with impressive

in-depth research.This much easily justifies the purchase price, but there's much more here than "A

Guide to Composting Human Manure". The Humanure Handbook dispels some fallacies of

commonly accepted and widely repeated composting techniques. Even if you're already an avid

composter (and I was) chances are Jenkins has some surprises for you (and he did).As social

commentary, I can think of no other "how-to" book that tells such a compelling, frightening tale of

blind assumption and culturally ingrained self-destructiveness. We see with startling clarity how the

"civilized" world has combined ignorance, chemistry and technology to convert a needed resource

into a nightmarish and wholly unnecessary problem. We are forced to confront the false

assumptions each of us has unconsciously absorbed. And, by extension, we are forced to question

how many other fundamentally bad ideas have become invisibly institutionalized in modern

society.Unlike many preachy indictments of modern life, however, The Humanure Handbook

provides answers rather than merely posing questions.
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